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For incident fluence over 100-J/cm 2 , the ablation efficiency begins to decrease due to plasma and debris shielding (Fig. 3) , however it is highly unlikely that a clinical laser will be used at this energy. An advantage of using CO 2 lasers is the high pulse repetition rates. This laser is capable of reaching repetition rates up to 3-KHz. Moreover, it is far more efficient to rapidly scan an area at high repetition rates to delocalize thermal deposition and prevent laser stalling. It is interesting to note that at subablative fluence (2 & 3-J/cm 2 ), irradiated enamel surfaces exhibit raised enamel structures (Fig. 4A ).
Pulse overlap and surface roughness
We have found that near-IR reflectance can be used for the image-guided ablation of dental decay. [18] Surface roughening can scatter light which may increase the reflectivity and confound image guided ablation, moreover it also can be aesthetically displeasing. [18] Therefore, it is important to choose laser scanning parameters that minimize surface roughening. The influence of varying the fluence and the spatial overlap of the laser pulses was also investigated. In Fig. 5 the surface roughness and ablation rate is shown for various scanning parameters. As anticipated the roughness increases with increasing fluence while it decreases with increasing overlap. In summary, a 9.4-µm RF CO 2 laser operating with a pulse duration of 26-µs ablates enamel at high rates without causing any visible thermal damage. Future studies will focus on developing a selective caries ablation system with this laser using a novel near-infrared caries detection system. ;pot Diame. 
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